COVID-19 EMERGENCY RESPONSE IMPACT REPORT:
In mid-March, as our country was facing the unprecedented reality of rapid closure, the Community Investment
Corporation (CIC) loan team understood exactly what that meant for small businesses - revenue loss that could
potentially lead to permanent closure. Within days the CIC team developed the COVID-19 Emergency
Microloan product and began offering access to two community-backed loan products, one through a
partnership with Growth Partners Arizona's Kiva Tucson Hub and one from Wefunder; each designed to bridge
small businesses through the unknown future. With generous support from the Tucson Helping Tucson
movement, individuals, corporations and foundations, CIC was able to provide much needed resources to small
businesses owners and entrepreneurs in need.

IMPACT OVERVIEW:
As an alternative business lender, CIC often serves those who might otherwise not have access to capital
through more traditional means like banks and other lenders. The majority of businesses (51%) that CIC
supports are women and or minority owned and most often have 1-2 FTEs. Since COVID-19 CIC has provided:

$200,000 in low interest (3%) loan capital -

20 businesses supported

$224,000 and counting through Community Backed Loan opportunities through
Kiva Tucson and WeFunder online platforms -

14 businesses and counting

Innovation mentoring, counsel and free expert webinars for Historic Fourth
Avenue Coalition and other small businesses -

In less than

34

4

months

$424,000

108 businesses

in loan capital and funding support to

small businesses AND expert insight and counsel to

108

small businesses.

THT TV GRASSROOTS LOCALLY-FOCUSED VARIETY SHOW WITH PAID OPPORTUNITY FOR CREATIVES
THT TV livestream virtual variety shows provided a much needed paid performance opportunity for local
talent, while broadcasting an interactive, fun, and family-friendly program safely to Tucson homes during the
initial statewide shutdown. CIC facilitated payment to 25 artists and creatives during the 9 episode run.
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